
Let’s be honest, the word “robot” either brings mental
images of moving arms on a factory floor or a

humanoid figure that can be a butler or take our jobs.
RPA is the polar opposite, in fact, we can’t actually see

our robots. That’s right, they’re small pieces of
software that reside on our computers or servers,
ready to do the day-to-day business processes.

Lets Begin This Journey Together

As your partner in growth our RPA Gurus has the expertise
to rapidly design, develop, deploy & maintain the bots
without compromising any delivery standards or quality.
We have a 97% of success rate on intelligent process
automation across the education, retail, manufacturing,
services & other domains. Our Global footprint enables us to
bring the same expertise to you starts @ just $30 AUD per
hour

We believe & follow RPA is not to overhead as another
technology but to cut the clutter of the day to day manual &
mundane tasks so you can shift your smart brain's focus to
matters that really matter. We achieve it through minimum
but effective & proven analysis, documentation & design
strategy because "Your Success Is Our Success"

Using the Latest RPA technologies & innovative solution
design we make sure you don't end up paying more than
you save in automation. Most of the RPA processes we
automate utilize your existing Server/System and our bots
work with you as an assistant as you need & when you
need 24X7 & 365 days with the flexibility of T&M or fixed
price project

Yearly Bot License ends up squeezing your money before
you realize the ROI so we make sure to provide you the
flexibility of license as you need & when you need to scale
up/down on monthly basis. Also, don't be surprised when
we say our per bot license cost starts @ just $20 AUD per
user/month that too with the latest Microsoft Power
Automate technologies

We do provide 2 weeks of free RPA guru consultation with
POC to understand your business process, Identify the right
candidates to automate & make sure your organization is
automation-ready or not. So you can get the right velocity
without crashing & burning extra fuel 

2 Weeks Of Free Automation Thrust 

No/Low Infrastructure Cost

Pay As You Go Licensing

The Bot Experts

No Frills

www.stellarisconsulting.com.au
contact@stellarisconsulting.com.au

STELLARIS CONSULTING
Why wait to grow then? 
Lets meet over a coffee 

1300 922 358

Rapid & Intelligent
Robotics Process Automation
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